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Larry Hansen and Laurie Clapp play Argon and Toinette in Moliere's 
"The Imaginary Invalid." On opening night (Friday, May 1) students 
can purchase two tickets for the price of one — $3.00 per couple. 
THE TRAIL WELCOMES VISITING  PARENTS 
Faculty Hands Winterim Symbolic Axe 
By Sine Haney 
	
Eliminate Winterim, take steps to ciple" to the latter group means only amendment, also "in principle" to 	 worked out, however. Berry's memo 
introduce "a regular academic that exact details of the move have the effect that faculty course load 	 outlines several possibilities, in- 
calendar," and reduce faculty yet to be decided. 	 be reduced concurrent with the 	 cluding a two semester system with 
teaching load from seven to six units 	 Also unclear is the question of change in calendar, but no such 	 the first semester beginning in late 
per year was the decision of a facul- how closely a change in the amendment was made. The Board of 	 September and ending in mid 
ty meeting Monday April 27. Or was academic calendar actually relates Trustees will, of course, also make 	 January. The second semester would 
it? The exact meaning of the 55-22 to a reduction in the faculty course the final decision regarding any 	 end in June. Another proposal is for 
majority vote as well as how the pro- load. While the decision to eliminate change in the academic calendar. 	 an "early semester plan," with the 
posal, whatever it is, will be im- Winterim seems to have been made 	 Differences of interpretation 	 first semester to begin in late 
plemented is subject to disagree- with the assumption that faculty aside and regardless of what in- 	 August, ending before Christmas 
ment by members who attended the load would thereby be reduced, dividuals may think they voted for, 	 break and the second semester 
meeting. The motion itself was a History Professor Suzanne Barnett the transcript of the original motion 	 beginning either in early January and 
reconsideration of a proposal made noted at the meeting that the cur- from the meeting in March when it 	 ending in early May or beginning in 
by Chemistry Professor Keith Berry rent faculty code stipulates a seven was first considered proposes "that 	 late January and ending in late May 
at an earlier meeting and tabled at unit teaching load and that any the faculty take the necessary steps 	 or early June. The latter plan would 
that time. Berry brought the ques- change in that policy would have to to institute 'a regular academic 	 allow for "optional interims" in 
tion up again after distributing to be approved by the Board of calendar."' Details for implementa- 	 which courses normally taught now 
members of the faculty a detailed Trustees. Barnett suggested an tion of the proposal have yet to be 	 Please Turn to Page 10 
memo outlining options for the im-
plementation of a two semester 
system. The disagreement exists with 
regard to what the exact nature of 
the motion passed Monday is. Some 
faculty members seem to believe 
that they have agreed "in principle" 
to "look into" the possibility of do-
ing away with the 4-1-4 academic 
calendar, while others, Berry includ-
ed, believe that a decision has been 
made to move to a regular two 
semester system. The term "in prin- 
Development Office Does Best to 
Raise Funds for University Needs 
By Julia Chester 
With the evils of inflation come 
the most dreaded words of the col-
lege student — rising cost of tuition. 
The state of the economy is posing a 
serious threat to the very existence 
of higher education. The hardest hit 
of the academic world are the small 
private colleges, such as UPS, which 
need rely on tuition and personal 
contributions alone to sustain their 
programs. 
Though the student often feels he 
has to bear the main burden of rising 
tuition costs he is often unaware of 
departments and individuals within 
the University which are working 
very hard to help him through 
school. 
Jean McCord, Development Of-
ficer and Director of Planned Giving 
is one such person. Arriving in 1979, 
Jean was assigned to build and staff  
a Planned Giving program. Her divi-
sion is responsible for contacting in-
terested community members, alum-
ni, and trustees, to create a mean-
ingful financial plan involving their 
money in a way that helps the 
University while securing the 
donor's future financial needs. 
"Planned Giving involves looking 
at one's entire financial situation, 
for making decisions about what one 
wants to achieve with their finances, 
in the form of giving gifts which 
benefits the school and the donor. It 
is sound financial planning to 
achieve all objectives, not only 
gifts." 
"Since UPS is a non-profit 
organization and there are fewer 
students coming in, it needs a 
specific fund-raising plan or else the 
future could be in bad shape." 
Without structured endowment 
plans tuition would rise much faster. 
All involved in the Development 
Departments are working to keep 
costs down. 
Endowments come in many forms 
Bob Thompson, Washington 
bureau chief for Hearst Newspapers 
and former president of the White 
House Correspondents Association, 
shares his insights on "The Presiden-
cy and the Press" at the University of 
Puget Sound May 4. 
The former publisher of the Seat-
tle Post-Intelligencer speaks at 4 
p.m. in Van der Ende auditorium,  
and are used in many ways. Some 
are book endowments, some are 
equipment funds, and others are in 
the form of stocks, growth stocks, in-
come stocks, bonds and real estate, 
not to mention scholarships. 
Contributions from alumni, 
trustees, and interested individuals 
provide for all extras, such as 
walkways, buildings, and most 
recently the renovation of P.E. 
facilities. It's a fact that tuition 
basically only pays for faculty 
salaries and events such as open ad-
mission speakers. Without gifts the 
University couldn't exist. 
How exactly does the University 
obtain gifts? Jean McCord is respons- 
ible for making arrangements with 
the donor about how best to utilize 
his or her estate. Plans are made in 
the form of annuity trusts, charitable 
remainder unitrusts, wills and other 
financial arrangements wherein the 
University becomes responsible for 
that person's specified principle. 
Please Turn to Page 7 
room 106 McIntyre Hall, on 
Lawrence Ave. between North 15th 
and North 16th Avenues. The speech 
is free and open to the public. 
In addition to service with the 
Hearst chain, Thompson was 
Washington correspondent for the 
New York Daily News and the Los 
Angeles Times. 
Correspondent to Speak on 
Presidents and the Press 
tht 
1500 N Warner Street, Tacoma, Washington 98.416 
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Nostalgic for the Fifties? 
Colleges Accused of Having 10,000 Marxists 
By David C. Smith 
Congressman John LeBoutillier of 
Virginia recently sent out a mailing 
asking for money ($15 - $5000) to 
"help Young America's Foundation 
counter Marxist propaganda on 
America's colleges campuses " If a 
donor sends $25 or more, then he 
gets a copy of LeBoutillier's book, 
Harvard Hates America. 
It all seems to have started when a 
history professor at Harvard told 
LeBoutillier and his class that: 
"I don't give a s— about American 
history. I don't give a damn about 
facts or dates or any of that tradi-
tional crap. Hell, I don't even know 
what year the Civil War began, As far 
as I'm concerned, that type of history 
just plays along with the right-wing 
fascists who run this country... the 
very people I'm dedicated to over-
throwing..." (Conveniently, we have 
only the honorable Congressman to 
believe that this monologue ever 
took place. I have my doubts.) 
LeBoutillier then comes up with a 
ball park figure of 10,000 professors 
who are Marxists in this country. He 
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cites Business Week as a source for 
this figure. 
Thus, he wants donations for the 
Young America's Foundation, an 
organization which sponsors lecture 
series, distributes literature and 
holds summer campus seminars, all 
of which present the rightist view-
point of history, economics, and 
politics. 
It's not the program itself I am 
concerned about. I see nothing 
wrong with a political group trying 
to represent its own pholosophy on 
campuses. 
What angers me is the scare tac-
tics and devious deceit which 
LaBoutillier uses to raise money for 
this program and to sell his book. 
The contents of th mailing and its 
syle of writing reeks of McCarthy 
and his "list of 105" Communists in 
the State Department. They never 
existed either. 
First. LaBoutillier quotes Business 
Week as saying that there are 10,000 
Marxist professors on campuses. Yet 
the article itself (April 28, 1981) does 
not say that! It merely comments 
that there are about 10,000 members 
of different radical caucuses. 
Do these . radical groups include 
socialist historians and 
 
philosophers? Do their memberships 
overlap? How many of those 
members were graduate students, 
since many organizations allow 
grads to join? The article doesn't say. 
Furthermore, 10,000 Marxist pro-
fessors, even if they did exist, is not 
an overwhelming percentage of the 
collegiate faculty population - and 
it certainly doesn't tip "the balance" 
significantly. I will agree that 
educators tend to be liberal (or more 
so than the average Americans in 
their time) but I would further argue 
that, on the basis of the polls around 
last election, the educated tend to 
be more liberal. 
Second. Both the article in 
Business Week and LeBoutillier's let-
ter seem to purport that a Marxist 
professor and a socialist professor 
are one and the same. This simply 
not true. A socialist historian, for ex-
ample looks at history from a social 
perspective or from a sympathetic 
  viewpoint in favor of the peasant 
(i.e., the standard of living of a farm 
worker, how he was treated by the 
upper class, etc.) It is an expanding 
and important branch of historical 
pursuit. A traditional historian looks 
at cultural, political, and 
macroeconomic aspects, generally 
concentrating on the art, intellect, 
wealth, and government of a 
civilization. 
Thus, to take these historical 
methods and relate them to "an anti-
American bias on the part of many 
educators" (Human Rights, March 
22, 1980 - included in the mailing) or 
the contention that these professors 
are takin advantage of weak-minded 
18-year olds is absolutely ridiculous. 
As Leon Fink of the University of 
North Carolina, points out that 
"Many academics who do not con-
sider themselves Marxist now take 
Marxist analysis seriously as a form 
of historical perspective." In other 
words, many scholars do not adhere 
politically to Marxist dogma itself, 
they just give it consideration. 
Third.The mailing and its contents 
also attempt to link liberals in 
general with Marxists. According to 
the letter, not only are they similar, 
"they live a soft-shelled life that 
gives them legitimacy, security, and 
an identity which many of them 
have not found outside in the real 
world." 
Even involvement in anti-Vietnam 
rallies or such is considered un-
patriotic: "The conduct of many of 
our faculty members during the Viet-
nam War is, with a number of 
notable and courageous exceptions, 
a sad story indeed [Human Rights]. 
LeBoutillier argues finally that 
"the only [1] viewpoints that would 
be considered by over 13 million col-
lege and university students would 
be those of a liberal or radical per-
suasion." 
This sort of irresponsible 
"Commie-conspiracy" argumenta-
tion and distortion of truth is highly 
dangerous, especially during a time 
when something like this could set 
off another witch hunt like the one 
that tore the country apart in the 
1950s. LeBoutillier should find more 
ethical ways of raising money for his 
political causes. 
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You too can try your own skills in speech and win money 
in the process. The Annual Burmeister Oratory Contest will 
be held next Tuesday and Wednesday, May 5 and 6. Prizes 
will be $75, $50, and $25. For info, contact Kris Davis, x3449. 
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GRAND 
OPENING 
May 2! 
STARTING 
NOW 
I'D RATHER 
RAX. 
Open Daily: 
10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs. 
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 
Near Tacoma Mall at 4112 So. Steele St. 
NOW OPEN! 
Other RAX locations 
In Auburn at 140 15th N.E. 
And at Totem Lake 
Receive ONE FREE COKE when student I.D .  
Is presented at counter' 
(Offer Expires May 31, 1981) 
TO: All A.S.U.P.S. Clubs, Programs, 
and Service Groups. 
In reviewing the present budget 
and the current expenses as of April 
28, 1981. If ASB continues to spend 
at the same rate we will find 
ourselves in a deficit situation. Let 
me go back and fill you in on the 
problems and the reasons for the 
problem that we as an organization 
are facing. The problem really began 
two or three years ago with the spen-
ding policies of past administrations, 
that coupled with the problems of 
this year will find ASB running a 
deficit of about $16,000.00 for the 
fiscal year 1980-1981. There are 
many reasons for the problem, but 
the ones that are of most impor-
tance is the fact that the budget was 
based on $125,000.00 and the actual 
revenues from the ASB fees were 
117,500.00. The difference of 
7,500.00, a loss of $4,000.00 incurred 
with the A.R.S. concert in the fall, 
and some unwise spending and infla-
tion have all accounted for the 
estimated deficit of $16,000.00 for 
the year. 
Due to the fact that the 
$16,000.00 is only a estimate and 
there is no way to pin down the ex-
act amount, we find it necessary to 
stop all budgeting until next fall. 
With the possibility of the deficit be-
ing more or less that the $16,000.00, 
there is no way to estimate the in-
come for ASB even to base a budget 
for the fiscal year of 1981-82. 
As of April 28, 1981 all ASB ac-
counts have been frozen until Thurs-
day or until the senate and the ex-
ecutive officers come to some agree-
ment about the way in which the 
problem will be dealt with. 
If there are any questions please 
feel free to contact me. 
Thank you 
Doug Weisbart 
Business Vice President 
The Base Camp Supply 
has basically your Best Buys 
to gear up and see nature 
with your own eyes. 
Autfrenic German Army 
Woo/ Pants $1250 
BASE CAMP 
472-4402 	 SUPPLYC:X 
South Tacoma Way and "M" 
	I- 
Let Jeff, Connie 
Steve, or Mary 
get your head 
together! 
15 % discount 
for students! 
2520 N. Adams 
M-F 9am - 7pm 
SAT 9am - 5pm 
7524044 
Ctrttr5  
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Trail Staff 
Heretical? 
To The Editor: 
I feel inclined to comment upon 
the theme that has pervaded the 
Combat Zone and other areas of the 
Trail. Why is the Trail staff so in-
secure about Christianity? Byron 
Wylie and I started to write a letter 
earlier this semester on this same 
issue but we never finished the let-
ter, hoping that you would find a 
new topic to ridicule. The last issue 
of the paper, however, prompted me 
to forego my silence and to reveal 
my position on the subject of Chris-
tianity. 
To begin with, I was unhappy with 
the way the Combat Zone was used 
to misconstrue a serious problem 
that groups (including Agape) are en-
countering here at UPS - the lack of 
quality meeting rooms. This year 
Agape has asked KUPS to turn down  
to monitor because our fellowship 
meets in SUB room 2 which is next 
door to the station: KUPS willingly 
cooperates. Finding a place to meet 
for fellowship has been extremely 
difficult since Agape started about 6 
or 7 years ago. A few years ago, 
Agape met in the SUB lounge until 
students complained that too many 
meetings were held in the lounge, 
depriving students of a quiet study 
area. Agape then moved in SUB 
room 9 (the room is now a storage 
room for the book store) where we 
competed with Cellar 10. Last year 
we used the Bons Lounge but it was 
too small, too hot, and too dark. This 
year our only other real alternative 
was room 9. 
I feel that Agape has not made ex-
cessive demands on KUPS. Even 
though the Combat Zone is sup-
posedly satirical (I haven't laughed 
yet this year!), I do not feel that it is 
fair to misconstrue a serious matter 
like this when most of the student 
body is ignorant of the truth of the  
situation. The Trail has also 
misconstrued other information as 
well. I am referring in particular to 
the "interview" with Stuart Allison 
which was printed in the middle of 
the paper, but was definitely Com-
bat Zone material since the inter-
view was a fraud - it never occurred. 
The bottom line seems to be that 
you editors are extremely insecure 
about Christianity, and you are using 
the newspaper to vent your personal 
frustrations. My concern is that you 
are recklessly judging all Christians. 
You also imply that all Christians 
belong to the Moral Majority, too. 
We don't! I do not appreciate being 
your scapegoat, either. WARNING: 
Christ commands His disciples to 
stand up for what they believe, and 
so I will. Instead of silencing Chris-
tians, your comments are inciting 
many of us to become even more 
convinced about the world's need 
for Christ. Could God be calling out 
to you, tool Jesus proclaimed these 
mighty words: "and greater works 
than these will he show him, that 
you may marvel. For as the Father 
raises the dead and gives them life, 
so also the Son gives life to whom he 
will" (John 5:20-21, RSV). 
Sincerely, 
Verna Stroup 
[Editor's Note: 
For the first time this semester, I 
feel a need to respond to a letter. 
First, let me assure Verna that the in-
terview with Stuart Allison actually 
did occur (it was even taped); both 
Stu and John Bain, the reporter, 
would have told her that if she had 
cared to ask. 
Secondly, the Agape Zone article 
(which was not, by the way, written 
by a member of the Trail staff—it was 
submitted) was written entirely in  
fun. Only a lack of sense of humor 
could see otherwise. It was not "anti-
religious," much less 
"anti-Christian," in any way, it mere-
ly made fun of the "war" (which, like 
most things in the Zone, is purely im-
agined) between two organizations: 
one a religious group, the other a 
radio station. 
Thirdly, I fail to see where the 
Trail has been "anti-Christian" or in-
secure about Christianity in any 
sense of the terms. Certainly, we 
have taken the position this 
semester that the Moral Majority 
(and the religious right) is a 
dangerous group — all editorials 
have specifically opposed that 
group and their policies — i.e. scien-
tific creationism in the classroom, 
Fallwell's hypocrisy, etc. A religious 
group that chooses to be political 
cannot be exempt from political 
criticism simply because they are 
Christian. 
Nothing in this paper has been 
"anti-Christian," only opposed to a 
specific, narrow political interpreta-
tion of Christianity. Otherwise, 
Harper's Atlantic Monthly, Saturday 
Review, Christian Century, and the 
New Yorker would all be "anti-
Christian." 
It seems that if a paper or 
magazine does not present itself as 
"pro-Christian," whatever that is, 
some group condemns it as "anti-
Christian." Whatever happened to 
the separation of political and 
religious issues? 
The politicians and the media sure 
didn't destroy that separation.] 
CHAIR COIKEPT) 
See your travel agent. Or give us a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington, call 800-562-5222. 
2714 N. 21st. Street Tacoma Wn. 98406 
JAN RICKEY 	 Lisa Aho 
Original 	 759-4353 
	 Vicki Barron California Hair Girl 
ORIGINATOR OF GEOMETRIC HAIR CUTTING! 
`Specializing in Guitars' 
All Martin, Gibson Fender, D'Addario, 
07" 6th Ave. 	 guitar strings 2 for 	 272-7584 
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LETTERS 
CONTINUED 
The Last Word? 
To The Editor: 
This is a counterresponse to Ken 
Nichols' letter which was in The Trail 
last week as a response to David 
Smith's article, "Creationism and 
Evolutionism." 
As a law student, Nichols has 
learned to argue from an adversarial 
standpoint quite well. This art 
should allow him to be very suc-
cessful in his future career, but his 
intellectual dishonesty could make 
the real issues behind the Evolu-
tion/Creation controversy more 
obscure. 
I see two flaws in Nichol's reason-
ing. First of all, he uses skeptical 
reasoning when asserting crea-
tionism as the only valid scientific 
theory. If creationism is to be ac-
cepted as a scientific explanation, it 
must also be put to the same skep-
tical tests. For instance, how does 
creationism explain the existing 
fossil record? How does it explain 
the development of new bacterial 
and viral strains which have "evolv-
ed" to make certain antibiotics inef-
fective during our lifetime? How 
does creation explain the ecological 
observation of "niches," where two 
closely related organisms needing 
the same resources are rarely seen to 
coexist in the same place at the  
same time? Evolution gives us a con-
ceptual framework in which these 
problems can be understood. Crea-
tionism leaves us merely accepting 
these observations as mysteries of 
faith. 
The second problem with Mr. 
Nichols' account is that he has 
misconstrued scientific observations 
to suit his own purpose. He argues 
that "Mendelian laws of heredity 
and the modern DNA theory show 
that all variations run within certain 
fixed limits...no heritable 
characteristic can appear in an in-
dividual that has not existed in at 
least one of his parents." Unfor-
tunately, Nichols' understanding of 
genetics stops with Mendel. He com-
pletely neglects mutations, which 
have been observed, assessed, and 
predicted by the modern DNA 
theory. Mutations in the DNA are 
essential for evolution to be possi-
ble. 
Entropy is another concept which 
is purposefully misunderstood by 
the creationist. It is true that the se-
cond law of thermodynamics asserts 
that the overall molecular structure 
of the universe is "running down" 
toward smaller and more random 
particles. By this it would seem that 
evolution is impossible. However, 
Nichols fails to appreciate that the 
tendency toward greater entropy on-
ly applies to a system in which 
energy is not being continually add-
ed. The earth is not such a system, 
because the sun's increase in en-
tropy is adding energy to this planet 
continually. This constant input of 
energy from the sun is used to create 
order within organisms (including  
man) through a vast series of 
biochemical reactions ranging from 
photosynthesis through digestion to 
the metabolic construction of the 
human form. Without the sun, 
Nichol's analysis of entropy would 
be correct for this planet, but then, 
not one of us would exist to hear it. 
The matter of which we consist 
would all be part of the increasing 
randomness of the universe. If Mr. 
Nichols wants to criticize evolution 
by maintaining that it makes scien-
tific facts inconsistent, he should at 
least attempt to get his facts staight. 
Of course, evolution fails to ex-
plain where the sun came from. It 
also fails to explain why we are here. 
Evolution certainly cannot be pro-
ven, because the process involves a 
timespan so long that no test could 
be given that could confirm or deny 
it. Hence, evolution remains a 
theory, not an established fact. The 
theory is layed out using allegorical 
terms like "species" and "fitness", 
designed with the purpose of 
coherent explanation in mind. In 
contrast, Genesis, (or any other 
religious account of creation) is ex-
pressed in allegorical terms whose 
purpose is meaning; that is, why are 
we here in the first place? This kind 
of question is not really dealt with in 
the scientific theory of evolution. 
The only function for human life 
that evolution p ache is for our 
mass of protop s. volution is 
solely a material account of crea-
tion, defining it as an ongoing pro-
cess. 
The Bible is not a scientific text-
book, and rightfully so, because if it 
were, it would have been so cumber-
some that its purpose of spiritual 
enlightenment would have been 
lost. During the past centuries, few 
people would have taken the time to 
read it, and to realize the spiritual 
significance such a creation held. 
The Bible also contains other 
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allegorical descriptions which are 
clearly recognized as such. For in-
stance, it mentions "the four corners 
of the earth" in one passage. Are we 
to infer from this that ,the earth is in 
fact flat, and that Magellan's voyage 
and Skylab have been elegant ef-
forts to decieve us? 
Evolution and the Bible present a 
paradox, no question about it. 
However, a personal dogma, which 
asserts that our religious and scien-
tific accounts of creation must be 
consistent, limits the deeper 
understanding of both realms. Learn-
ing to accept these kinds of incon-
sistencies admits the limitations of 
the human mind, suggesting the 
need for some sort of faith. 
Evolution is a rational account 
based on inference about the 
mechanism of creation. It does not 
deny that God is ultimately responsi-
ble for creation, nor does it assert 
that the Bible's purpose is wrong. As 
Ken Nichols says, "Science is not a 
sacred cow". Even so, science does 
not have to be considered as sacred 
for one to recognize that evolution 
is the most valid material explana-
tion for creation we have so far. In a 
high school, evolution should be 
taught as our best scientific account 
for material creation. Scientific crea-
tionism should not be taught as an 
alternate scientific explanation of 
creation because the method of 
establishing its validity does not de-
pend on evidence, but on the faith 
of our forefathers. It should also be 
acknowledged the full process of 
creation remains a mystery. Hence, 
the Biblical account, or other 
religious accounts, might be useful 
for fulfilling different aims, namely, 
a spiritual account of the develop-
ment of life as well as the purpose of 
life in general. 
Bill Dienst 
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Rain ier Brew ing Company, Sea ttle, Wash ington  
A female student was approached in the vicinity of 7th and Lawrence by a suspicious 
person described to be a white male, approximately 17-18 years of age, 5'5" to 5'8", 150 
pounds, dark complexion, wearing a tan jacket with brown liner, blue jeans. The suspect 
followed the victim for approximately one block before making obscene comments to 
her. He then followed her for a bit, finally ducking behind some bushes. This suspect 
meets the same physical description of one who confronted a female Security patrol per-
son on April 15. 
Tru-Art Frame Co. 
Picture frames, glass, mattings. 
10% discount to UPS 
2609 6th Ave. Ph. 572-7972 
The Speech and Debate team is sell-
ing the last of its third and final prin-
ting of the famous "Harvard of the 
Northwest" T-shirt. Call Kris Davis at 
x3449 to get yours before it's too late. 
22CITIES/15DAYS 
Wen 
$549 
)Atitt5 
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Willa Cather's Story 
To Play on Stage 
Illusion Theater of Minneapolis 
brings its original production of 
"Willa" to Inside Theater at the 
University of Puget Sound on Mon-
day, May 4th at 8 p.m. 
"Willa" explores the life story of 
American novelist, Willa Cather, 
through the images of her writing. 
From works including the Pulitzer 
Prize-winning novel One of Our, My 
Antonia and 0, Pioneers?, the play 
portrays Cather's young life in the 
wide open spaces of the prairies. 
Hoping to find the freedom to thrive 
as an artist, Cather was compelled to 
move east. Continually leaving the 
comfort of friends, she was caught in 
a battle between the desire for 
security and the desire for greatness 
as a writer. 
Twin Cities area playwright 
Marisha Chamberlain wrote the 
script in collaboration with the com-
pany. 
"Willa" is directed by David 
Shookhoff, a free-lance director bas-
ed in New York City who has 
directed for the Manhattan Theater 
Club, the Ensemble Studio Theater 
and Lincoln Center. 
"Willa" is sponsored by the 
Women Studies Program, The 
Theater Department, the Cultural 
Events Committee, and the Feminist 
Student Union of the University of 
Puget Sound. 
Tickets are $3 for students and 
senior citizens and $4 for others. For 
reservations, call the Inside Theater 
Box Office at 756-3329. 
I've always been a big believer in a good liberal educa-
tion, and I've seen nothing to change that opinion. I think 
it's wrong to try to teach people the specifics of a certain 
technology, because the changes are so rapid that by the 
time they've walked across the street with their diplomas, 
everything's different. The only thing you can hope to 
learn is how to learn. 
From an interview with John Diebold, founder, The Diebold 
Group, in "The Prophet of Technoloty," by Ann Wiser, United 
Mainliner, April 1980. 
TTERY 
SUE 
Assorted pieces, such as Hanging Pots, 
Bowls, Mugs, Plates and Vases— 
Selling at various prices.... 
Created by the Art Students 
of the Ceramic Dept. 
Nooksture 
P 
1/415th N LAWRENCE 	 8:30 - 4:30 
See your travel agent. Or give us a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington, call 800-562-5222. 
The world in which today's business leader must make 
decisions is too eclectic for the overspecialized specialist. 
Either he must broaden his range of interests and the scope 
of his knowledge during his years of formal education, or 
he must do so in the course of his everyday career... 
"Why Business Needs the Liberal Arts," address delivered by 
Roger M. Smith, Executive Vice President, General Motors Cor-
poration, at the Commercial Club of Chicago, Illinois, April 14, 
1980. 
Summer Session Offers 
Variety of Courses 
OPEN THE 
DOOR.TO A 
OREAT MEXICAN 
RESTAURANT 
Superb Mexican dtning a, 
timtalizing Marguer 
42 18 S nt-TH AVSNUE. 
PHONE 564-7229 404/t$ 4r.... le 10 pr. 
Awls Non. aArreAINI 201-d• 	 9 fr.."' 	 er • it( 
The finest in family dining 
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER 
Monday through Friday: 7a.m.-10p.m. 
Saturday: 9a.m.-11p.m. 
$3.25 CHEIFS SPECIAL WEEKDAYS 
FOR LUNCH & DINNER 
Banquet Facilities up to 60 People 
383-5975  
CE/1411  
INN  
RESTAURANT  
LOUNGE  
3023 6th Ave. 
Lounge open 10a.m. to 2a.m. Mon.-Sat. 
HAPPY HOUR 5-7PM HOT HORS D'OEURS 
Just A Few Short Blocks From Campus! 
Development Offers Financial Advice  
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UPS then delegates an annual in-. 
come from that principal, while pro-
viding considerable tax benefits for 
the individual. It's mutually 
beneficial, providing incentive in a 
practical manner, as well as giving 
the donor the satisfaction that he is 
helping to educate people who 
deserve to attend the University, but 
may not be financially able to do so. 
The largest gift so far is presently 
valued at $951,377 and will ap-
preciate to well over one million 
dollars in the future. 
Planned Giving is also a way to 
keep the government from 
manipulating income, while allow-
ing the donor to delegate his or her 
money their own way. 
"It is a continuing form of educa-
tion. It's important to educate peo-
ple about estate planning. Many 
young people fresh out of college 
should also have their financial af-
fairs in order." 
"El Salvador: What is the Truth?" 
is the focus of an all-day series of 
speakers, workshops and films, 
scheduled for Saturday, May 2, 9:30 
am-4:30 pm at Seattle University, 
Liberal Arts Building. Keynote 
speaker will be T.D. Allman, interna-
tional news journalist, contributing 
editor to Harper's Magazine, and 
author of Harper's March cover story 
on El Salvador .  
Allman has recently returned 
from an extensive tour of Central 
America, where he interviewed 
peasants, guerillas and government 
officials. Currently living in New 
York City, he has written for the last 
two years on American urban affairs. 
He began his international travels 
while doing Peace Corps work in 
Nepal in 1968. After that, he covered 
the war in Laos, the 1970 overthrow 
of Prince Sihanouk and the U.S. inva-
sion of Cambodia for the N.Y. Times 
and the Washington Post. He 
covered the Lebanese civil war for 
the British Guardian and wrote ex-
tensively about the Arab world and 
the Middle East for the New 
The Development Office is now 
considering a series of seminars 
designed to help the student with 
the basics of secure financial plann-
ing, i.e. different types of checking 
and savings accounts, insurance 
plans, investment opportunities, 
financial institutions, and any other 
pertinent information concerning 
financial needs. 
This could prove to be an in-
valuable service to the 
undergraduate and graduate who 
will be faced, often for the first time, 
with the responsiblity of establishing 
independent financial plans. 
In the long run, Planned Giving 
will tend to one of the most 
lucrative of the fund raising pro-
grams. It stimulates support of the 
University while providing the 
school with a finacially secure 
future. 
It provides the opportunity for 
people of all walks of i n fe to attend 
Statesman, the Economist and 
LeMonde. He has also reported on 
Turkey and the Iranian revolution, 
and has visited China twice, becom-
ing one of the first American writers 
to travel freely in Tibet. Named the 
Edward R. Murrow Fellow at the 
Council on Foreign Relations in New 
York, Allman is also East Coast 
Editor of Pacific News Service and a 
recent Director of the Third Century 
America Project, a research group 
supported by the Ford Foundation. 
He speaks French, Nepalese, Hin-
dustani and now Spanish as a result 
of his work in Central America. 
The Forum is sponsored by the 
Committee for the May 2 Forum, an 
unaffiliated group of activists from 
the peace, anti-hunger and women's 
movements, and Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, an international 
pacifist organization. Open to the 
public, there is no admission fee, but 
donations will be appreciated. 
Lunch and childcare will be 
available. For childcare reservations, 
or more information call 329-3069.  
the University by providing all sorts 
of financial incentives, from scholar-
ships for mothers returning to 
school, to off-campus housing 
donated by members of the com-
munity. 
"Part of the education is meeting 
people of different types and af-
fluence. It would be awful if we got 
to the point of being all the same, an 
enclave of wealthy people." But 
most importantly, "Its aim is to keep 
The University of Puget Sound 
summer session enables educators 
to earn credits for less. Teachers, ad-
ministrators, counselors, school 
psychologists, librarians and 
physical, occupational and speech 
therapists employed by schools are 
eligible for the educators' discount 
of more than 20 percent off regular 
summer tuition rates. Eligibility for 
the discount must be established 
before registration. 
Courses of special interest to 
educators include: 
EDUCATION LEADERSHIP - Leader-
ship theory, group processes and 
basic communication. 
CREATIVE DISCIPLINE - Examina-
tion of teacher effectiveness train-
ing, transactional analysis, reality 
therapy and assertive discipline. 
MT. ST. HELENS: A WORKSHOP 
FOR TEACHERS - development of 
programs about the eruption for 
elementary and secondary science, 
math, language arts and social 
studies classes. 
the University a good educational in-
stitution by gaining the means for 
carrying out the school's 
objectives." 
[Ed. Note — For more information 
contact Jean McCord, Development 
Office, Room 313, Jones Hall; ext. 
3305. Input would be appreciated 
regarding a series of seminars on 
basic financial management for 
stu dents.1  
For complete course offerings, 
registration and discount eligibility 
information, contact Carrie 
'Washburn, x3207 . 
 
Pot and Print Sale 
for Art Students 
Etchings, wood block and silk-
screen prints, decorative ceramics 
and functional pottery pieces such 
as casseroles and plates are 
available at the Pot and Print Sale 
May 1 and 2 at the University of 
Puget Sound. 
Artworks by UPS students com-
bine fine design, individual crafts-
manship and low prices. Items range 
from $3 to approximately $35. 
The sale will be held from 11 
to 7 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m. to 6 p.ni. 
Saturday on the lawn in front of Kit:, 
tredge Hall, on Lawrence Ave. at 
North 15th Ave. In the event of rain, 
the sale will be held in the Ceramics 
Building, next door to Kittredge 
Hall. 
Forum on El Salvador 
to be Held at Seattle U. 
22 CITIES/15 DAYS $549 
See your travel agent. Or give us 
 a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington. call 800-562-5222. 
The crucial question thus becomes how we educate to 
avoid the nightmare of the Orwellian world where minds 
are enslaved by fear and to avoid the impersonalization 
wrought by technology as envisioned in the space odyssey 
2001.   I would argue that we cannot educate to circumvent 
these kinds of fantasized outcomes if we only train 
students technically, if we only give them professional, 
specialized or career preparation. We cannot avoid these 
or some equally pessimistic outcomes if we only prepare 
them in terms of basic literacies. I, of course, would grant 
that we want our students to be able to read and com- 
prehend, to be able to write and communicate, and to be 
able to speak articulately so that we might sense the thrust 
of their ideas. But all this is not enough. Through liberal 
education, out task is to awaken basic personal sen- 
sitivities, to encourage creativity, and to foster keenness of 
judgment and understanding. 
"Liberal Education: 1984 to 2001," Address delivered by Carol I. 
Guardo, Provost, University of Hartford, at the National Con-
ference for General and Liberal Studies, University of Texas at 
Dallas, October 1980. 
you only have one chance 
to make a first impression..., 
3909 6th Ave. 
V 
\\, 
SPECIALIZING IN 
CONTEMPORARY 
HAIR DESIGN 
752-5052 
'3113's 
lifestyles,  
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'Nighthawks' Fast-Paced, But Overly Gory 
By Keala Kaupu 
"'Nighthawks' is fast paced, well 
constructed, and builds to a shatter-
ing and startling climax. Whatever 
you do, don't let anybody tell you 
how this film comes out. Give 
yourself pleasure in the discovery of 
'Nighthawks.' It is sure to be a huge 
success and a pleasure to watch." 
Gene Shalit, NBC 
Mr. Shalit is right in one aspect of 
his commentary: the climax of this 
movie is certainly shattering and 
startling. Mr. Shalit is also right when 
he asks that you "give yourself 
pleasure in the discovery of 
'Nighthawks. — In fact, Mr. Shalit is 
correct in almost every statement he 
makes...almost. The point made that 
this reviewer finds difficult to 
believe is that "Nighthawks" can be 
a pleasure to watch. 
New York - December 31st. Pic-
ture two cops out on a decoy 
maneuver on the streets of what ap-
pears to be The Bronx. Then picture 
these same two cops mercilessly 
beating three muggers to a bloody 
pulp. Pleasurable, Mr. Shalit? Hard-
ly. 
London - December 31st. Picture 
an ordinary apothecary shop filled 
with perhaps twenty-or-so innocent 
people doing their daily business. 
Then picture these same twenty-odd 
people as they lie dead in the rubble 
of a building destroyed by a bomb. 
New York City - January 4th. 
Follow Deke (Sylvester Stallone) and 
Fox (Billy Dee Williams) as they 
make a drug bust in the raunchier 
section of the city. Enter the smoke-
filled room with the two men and 
you too could witness the near 
murder of a drug runner. Watch Fox 
as he controls his raging emotions 
and then watch him lower the gun 
which almost severed the head of a 
pusher from the rest of his body. 
London - January 6th. Imagine 
you are at a party and decide to step  
outside of the room for a few 
moments. As you walk into the 
hallway of the apartment building 
for a breath of fresh air, you im-
mediately and regretfully wish you 
hadn't. Why? Three men, obviously 
very dead, lie sprawled at the foot of 
the stairway, their bodies riddled 
with bullet holes. As you turn away 
from this apalling sight and fight 
against nausea, you see something 
far more abhorrent. What is it you 
see? A man - a very, very dead man 
- propped up against what used to 
be a white wall but is now a red wall. 
The party is definitely over. 
Just because the subject material 
deals with a battle between a 
crusading young cop and a "killer" 
terrorist, this is still no excuse for the 
amount of death and destruction 
employed in "Nighthawks." True, 
the detail in the movie is very 
realistic, but the movie goes a little 
overboard in trying to get its point 
across. Granted, some people enjoy 
mindless violence, but this bizarre 
mode of entertainment is far beyond 
my comprehension. 
Admittedly, the entire movie 
doesn't shift from one violent scene 
to another. There are at least two or 
three poignant scenes in which the 
movie-goer is allowed a glimpse of 
the more humane qualities of 
mankind. Stallone does an excellent 
job of portraying a man committed 
to "protecting the innocent" while 
tracking down and destroying the 
"evil-doers" in society. His 
creditability as a vulnerable yet 
stalwart cop is absolute; indeed, 
Stallone is just the right balance of 
ruthlessly relentless cop and kind 
hearted young man. 
Complemen ng Stallone's role as 
Deke DeSilva V Billy Dee William's 
portrayal of Matthew Fox. While Fox 
and DeSilva are very much alike in 
character, Fox has n(.. ivalms abc t 
killing a drug runner or sacrific  
the life of an innocent bystander if 
the situation demands it. William's 
enactment of this sometimes brutal-
ly insensitive cop is done extremely 
well, and his fans will be glad to note 
that Williams is at his best in this 
role. 
Another acting job worthy of 
praise is the job done by Rutger 
Hauer. Hauer's skill as an actor is 
clearly seen in his ability to portray 
the barbaric terrorist Wulfgar. His 
faculty for acting is sure to see 
Hauer through a long career in film. 
Lindsay Wagner, Persis Khambat-
ta, and Nigel Davenport should also 
be commended for a job well done 
in "Nighthawks." Wagner's acting 
skills have progressed much since 
her stint as the Bionic Woman. 
Although her role in the movie is a 
secondary role, it is refreshing to 
note that Wagner utilized every mo-
ment she spent on the screen. K ham-
batta (formerly of "Star Trek: the 
Movie" fame) is convincing in her 
portrayal of Shakka, Wulfgar's 
female counterpart. And Nigel 
Davenport is outstanding as the 
hard-nosed inspector Peter Hartman  
of Interpol. 
"Nighthawks" is neither enjoyable 
nor pleasurable, but it is good: 
Although both the violence and 
obscenity of language are at times 
overpowering and overwhelming, 
they do not detract from the quality 
of the script. Each scene flows 
smoothly into the next scene with 
predictability but not certainity. The 
viewer is still caught in the midst of 
suspense, a suspense which builds 
and finally erupts in an expolosive 
(but satisfying) climax. At times the 
movie is vaguely reminiscent of 
"Dirty Harry" or "Magnum Force," 
but just as only Clint Eastwood can 
portray the character of Harry, only 
Sylevester Stallone can enact the 
role of Deke DeSilva. 
"Nighthawks" is rated R. Should 
you choose to see this movie, be 
prepared for an exorbitant amount 
of violence and obscenity. Be 
prepared, also, for a well written, 
well produced, and well directed 
movie. Money spent on this movie is 
money well spent. Mr. Shalit is cor-
rect, "'Nighthawks' is sure to be a 
huge success." 
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May 1-8 
Join us during this lighthearted week-
long celebration of spring and all things 
bright, fresh and carefree. 
Our special SpringFare 
features include a 
bounty of fresh Hawaiian 
fish like Opakapaka, Ono, 
Uku, Onaga, Ehu and Ulua. Local repre-
sentatives will meet the Hawaiian fleet daily, 
select the best of the catch and fly it direct 
to our kitchens. Each of these prized delica-
cies will be prepared with the tender care 
and split-second timing their tender nature 
demands. For our oyster-loving friends 
we've arranged for an exclusive cargo of 
.35 ` each or 3 for $1 
ffresh-fruirDaiqubt 
$1.50 
Mountain Fresh Rainier Australian Leopard Beer 
50' per glass 	 Just $1 
Clinkerdagger's 
3327 Ruston Way 
	 752-6661 
prime Blue Point Oysters from Chesapeake 
Bay on the East coast. They'll be joined by 
Pacific Yearlings fresh-harvested on our own 
shores. Both will be shucked daily, right 
on the premises. 
You can also indulge your 
SpringFare fancy with a succu-
lent south-of-the-border treat... 
plump Mexican Prawns. Or a 
fresh banana, strawberry or 
peach daiquiri. 
Join us for these...or any 
number of other refreshing treats we're serv-
ing this week at frivolous SpringFare prices. 
PS—nb 
9o1T s CENTER 
a 
Vuamet Sunglasses 
new balance 
SHOES FOR ACTIVE FEET ! 
"YOUR ALL SEASON FUN CENTER" 
Many stets 
Available  here 
11122 PACIFIC AVENUE 
 
T ACOMA. WASHINGTON 98044 
 
PHONE 531.6501 
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'Tintypes' Pleases, But Unevenly 
By Paul Groadahl 
At Its best, the Seattle Repertory 
Theatre's final offering of this 
sea.ion—a musical revue called 
Tint ypes--exudes individual 
moments of dynamism treating poig-
nant turn-of-the-century concerns. 
At its worst, the 40-plus tune array 
suffers prolonged moments of au-
dience ennui, resulting from 
pointless choreography and ensem-
ble lapses. 
Conceived by Mary Kyte, with Mel 
Marvin and Gary Pearle, the 
historical milieu and cute vignettes 
provide an engaging, if overly trite, 
backdrop for the music. Teddy 
Roosevelt is the "bully" center, cut-
ting a ridiculous, pompous figure 
throughout. 
There are the threadbare themes 
of immigrant overwhelmed by big ci-
ty, patriotism and man versus 
machine. Somewhat haphazardly 
thrown in are brief sketches of 
socialist Emma Goldman and 
famous showgirl Anna Held. All of 
the allusions and "plot," however, 
are thinly-disguised vehicles to 
move the revue from one song to the 
next. The music, as it reflects a 
carefree, striving society that some-
times is cruel to be kind, succeeeds; 
the historical setting and allusions, 
in its attempt to support those sen-
timents in the narrative, fails. 
The Rep production is directed 
and staged by Judith Haskell. Her ef-
fort is imaginative, but the ensemble 
work of the five-member cast is 
sporadic, beset by lapses of involve-
ment and blend. The pantomime is 
superb throughout, however, as are 
the slick climaxes that each capsule 
scene builds to. The irony is that 
with the large number of tunes, the 
well-done favorites ("Yankee Doo-
dle," "Meet Me in St. Louis," "Bill 
Bailey") seem cut short, fleeting. 
And equal time is given to the ten-
tatively performed obscure 
arangements ("Electricity," "El 
Capitan," "Jonah") which seem ex- 
Fabtut F 
pRIVE-1N 
1201 DIVISION AVE. 
TACOMA 
CALL BR 2-6843 
4 or BR 2-4800 
and PICK UP 
juicy beefburgers 
golden french fries 
Caul Be Beat I 
DELICIOUS MALTS 
SHAKES & SUNDAES 
cessively lengthy in comparison. 
Musical director Stan Keen, and 
the five-piece orchestra he has 
assembled, provide lively, inspired 
accompaniment. During the lapses 
of interest, the production assumes 
a concert tone and the quality musi-
cianship (hidden by a functional 
rear-projection scrim) is most pleas-
ing. 
Vocally, Tintypes does not fare 
quite so well. Blending is occasional-
ly a problem; But the two major 
obstacles are in the timid soprano 
strains of Marie King, that are more 
than once swallowed, and the 
obstinate nasality of Faith Prince. 
On the plus side are the combined 
acting and singing talents of the two 
males, Stephen Berger and David 
Pursley. Berger plays the immigrant 
with winsome boyishness and 
possesses a crackerjack, richly ar-
ticulate voice. Pursley makes his 
mugging pay off as the President, 
Teddy Da Rosse; his singing is 
always confident. 
The biggest bow belongs to Janet 
Powell, the piece de resistance or an 
otherwise mediocre dish that the 
Rep has served up in Tintypes. 
Powell is 100 percent class, an ex-
uberant talent in total control of her 
tools. A sculptured and beautifully 
expressive face anchors the torrent 
of emotion and breathless energy 
she unleashes in her crisp, jazzy sing-
ing. She is largely responsible for the 
brief moments of foot-tapping and 
head-swaying participation. Her por-
trayal of an ostracized black servant 
is poignant, especially the gritty 
voice of the determined "have-not" 
in "Nobody," capped by a spon-
taneous explosion of audience ap-
preciation. 
The costumes by Laura Crow are 
visually appealing and flexible for 
various situations; Robert Dahlstrom 
has created a tight, airy playing area 
aided by some outrageously creative 
props and interesting scrims that fly 
in and out; the lighting design by 
Robert Scales keeps the action mov-
ing and gets Haskell out of a few 
directing jams. 
Overall, Tintypes is enjoyable, but 
not overwhelmingly exciting enter-
tainment. But there is one exception. 
That is Powell. Her individual talent 
is stellar. Like the enthusiastic ap- 
praisal in a popular Jackson Browne 
cut, I concur: That girl could sing! 
Seattle Rep's Tintypes continues 
Continued from Page One 
during Winterim might be taught if 
faculty and student interest war-
rented. 
Also yet to be discussed is the 
time interval over which Winterim 
will be phased out. Almost no sup-
port seems to exist for an immediate 
change of schedule; even Berry feels 
that the University is "morally 
obligated to do Winterim at least 
twice" for this (1980-81) year's 
freshmen, who were recruited to the 
University on the understanding that 
it ran on a 4-1-4 system. Thus Berry 
suggests that the University wait at 
least until academic year 1982-83 to 
effect change. 
In spite of Berry's memorandum, 
however, faculty at the meeting 
Monday were encouraged by Presi-
dent Philip Phibbs to consider the 
simple motion, to eliminate 
Winterim and move to a two 
semester system, by itself without 
reference to either Berry's proposal 
or the issue of load reduction. 
Phibbs, according to sources at the 
meeting, advocated such an ap-
proach in order, in his words, "to 
simplify matters," leaving details for 
later discussion. As to the definite 
nature of the faculty decision, most 
seem to agree that the proposal will 
be referred to Faculty Senate where 
it might still be defeated if details 
acceptable to all concerned are not 
forthcoming. Final decision rests 
with the Trustees who would pro-
bably consider whatever the faculty 
recommends sometime next fall. 
The fact that the decision about 
Winterim was made without 
students present and that he had not 
been notified of the upcoming dicus-
sion until soon before it was to take 
place is a matter of concern for 
ASUPS President Aaron Peterson. 
Since there has been no large sampl-
ing of student opinion on the 
Winterim issue since the survey con- 
at the Seattle Center Playhouse 
through May 17. Ticket information 
at 447-4764. 
ducted by the Winterim Task Force 
in 1978-79, ASUPS plans to conduct 
a general student poll on the subject 
in conjunction with the upcoming 
referendum on a proposed constitu-
tional amendment, May 8. The 
1978-79 survey found that 78.6 per-
cent of the students at that time 
were in favor of retaining the 4-1-4 
academic system, but suggested that 
the quality of courses and activities 
should be upgraded. Both student 
and faculty committees were ap-
pointed to effect that upgrading and 
controversy over the success of their 
effort has been one focus of the 
debate over Winterim ever since. 
The faculty had considered mov-
ing away from the 4-1-4 system in the 
1978-79 academic year, but decided 
in March of 1979 to continue with 
the present system and to separate 
the issue of faculty load, also a con-
sideration at that time, from the 
issue of keeping Winterim; the 
ASUPS Task Force and survey 
organized and the "overwhelmingly 
pro-Winterim" response on the part 
of the students was looked at "with 
some regard" by Faculty Senate ac-
cording to ASUPS leaders at that 
time. 
Petersen feels that students 
should have a definite say in the 
decision making process this time 
also, both with regard to the ques-
tion of whether Winterim should be 
retained and the design of any new 
system or calendar should the deci-
sion to change calendars be affirm-
ed. Since he believes that most 
students are strongly in favor of re-
taining Winterim, Petersen hopes to 
mobilize forces in its defense for the 
Trustee meeting in October when 
the decision is likely to be reviewed. 
General faculty and student reac-
tion had yet to be determined as has 
the effect that eliminating Winterim 
might have on new enrollment and 
retention of students currently 
enrolled. Proposals for a detailed 
mechanism to effect the change if it 
is approved, and debate on the 
relative merits of these proposals 
vis-a-vis the present system should 
also be forthcoming .  
Faculty: Did They Really 
Get Rid of Winterim? 
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NATUROPATHIC 
MEDICINE 
Blends Both 
Modern and 
Ancient Natural 
Healing Traditions 
Rigorous four - year 
resident program 
leads to N.D. degree 
and eligibility for state 
licensing as a 
naturopathic 
physician. 
Write for free brochure or 
send $2 00 for complete 
catalog 
JAM 
  
     
John Bastyr College 
of Naturopathic 
Medicine 
1408 N.E. 45th 
Seattle, WA 98105 
(206) 632-0165 
Track Team Relays 
Word of Victory 
By Steve Gerrodette 
This past weekend, the Logger's 
track team competed in Central 
Washington University's Invita-
tional. The running conditions were 
ideal, and the performances were 
outstanding! 
Record-breaking efforts were turn-
ed in by Marybeth King 5'2" in the 
high jump, Walt Hines 54.1 in the 
500 meter intermediate hurdles, Jeff 
Green 50'3" in the shot put, and 
Angela French 18:11.5 in the 5000 
meter run. Hines and French broke 
their own records, while Green and 
King shattered school records which 
had lasted for seven years. 
Many others had their best perfor-
mances of the year. In the women's 
800 meter race, Cindy Henry finish-
ed first followed by Lori Kelly in 
third place. Their times were 2:22.3 
l and 2:25.6 respectively. Mike Pavel 
had a strong throw in the javelin 
which earned him a second place 
finish. Third place finishers included: 
Paul Fawcett in the 110 meter high 
hurdles, and Dean Taley in the 100 
meter dash. Diane Thompson had a 
strong race in the 400 meter in-
termediate hurdles which qualified 
efforts by the men's and women's 
1600 meter relay teams. The 
women's team of : Kathy Parnell, 
Stephanie Hosa, Diane Thompson 
and Cindy Henry, finished fourth 
with a time of 4:17.1 which is only 
two seconds shy of the school 
record. The men's team of: Jeff Tram-
mell, Bill Boggs, Steve Gerrodette 
and Walt Hines, took fifth with a 
season's best time of 3:27.9. 
The Loggers will conclude their 
season this weekend at home. The se-
cond annual J.D. Shotwell Invita-
tional will begin at noon at Baker 
Stadium. We hope to see you and 
your parents at the meet. 
Hoopers Get Plaque 
Seven Years out of Eleven 
Pas36ast4aus 11J erhe a 
SUPERB 
EUROPEAN CUISINE 
SERVED IN AN AUTHENTIC 
ATMOSPHERE OF GERMAN 
HOSPITALITY i TRADITION. 
FULL COURSE DNINERS 
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COCKTAILS 
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COMTEXT 
Term Papers/Thesis 
Dissertations/Reports 
Manuscripts/Resumes 
FAST & ACCURATE 
Pickup/delivery available 
Computerized typing 
Word processing a 
PETE'S FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER. 
 
ASK ABOUT OUR TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
FOR YOUR MAKE OF 
FOREIGN CAR 
WE'VE MOVED! 
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Coors IM Festival 
UPS Team to Regionals 
The Tacoma Athletic Commission 
presented the Loggers with a plaque 
in honor of winning the West Region 
NCAA Div. II Championship and the 
fine record of 24-5 for the season. 
Joe Leonard also was a recipient of 
their acclaim for his All-American 
achieAments, the East/West All-star 
appearance and being a member of 
the National AAU team from the 
Northwest (Brewster's). The 
perpetual trophy awarded to the 
small college basketball champions, 
A very price competitive shop 
offering a complete line of touring 
and racing accessories. 
Coors of Tacoma and the Adolph 
Coors Company of Golden, Co-
lorado will jointly send a University 
of Puget Sound team to the Regional 
Intramural Festival. 
A co-ed team of students from 
U.P.S. will participate in the Coors 
Intramural Festival May 2 at Central 
Washington University. 
Coors of Tacoma sponsored a 
Campus Fest April 24 and 25 at 
U.P.S. 
Each school represented in the 
Coors Intramural Festival Program 
will receive a $500.00 certificate for 
General Sportcraft Equipment to be 
selected by the school's Intramural 
Departments. 
Adolph Coors Company is spon-
soring 15 Regional Intramural 
Festivals this spring in 11 western 
states. 
Free Party for Seniors 
The UPS Alumni Association is 
pleased to announce it's annual 
Graduating Seniors Party, which will 
be held next Friday, May 8, from 9:00 
p.m. to midnight at the Tacoma 
Bicentennial Pavilion. There will be 
plenty of food, beer and soft drinks 
available, as well as great dancing 
music provided by "Collage.” 
All seniors are encouraged to bring a 
guest, as long as they are 21 or older. 
Plan to join the UPS Alumni for the 
biggest party of the year - you 
deserve it! 
The U.P.S. co-ed team members 
are listed below: 
Women, Team 
	
Mens team 
Lisa Perkins 
	
Duane Stark 
Gwen Webley 
	
Joe Just 
Eve Valentine 
	
Karl Dolien 
Patty Brabeck 
	
Jon Luebke 
Lisa Cook 
	
Wayne Ricarte 
Verna Stroup 
	
Larry Gall 
Anita Perrault 
	
Jerry Williams 
Roberta Boyer 
	
Ron Rainwater 
Clare Leong 
	
Tom Gunder 
Mara Stark 
	
Mat Green 
Tennis Coach 
Reaches 100 
Dawn Bowman, the women's 
athletic director and head coach of 
the women's tennis team is active 
and going strong as she nears the 
century mark. 
Not in age but in matches, as her 
record is 60-39 in her six years as 
coach at UPS. The current season 
record is 15-4 and the next match 
will be at PLU on April 25th. The 
Northwest College Women's Sports 
Association has informed Coach 
Bowman the her team captain, Janet 
Larmore, has been selected and 
awarded a commendation for High 
Scholastic Achievement. Success 
follow on and off the court. We ex-
tend our congratulations to these 
fine young women for their ac-
complishments and dedication. The 
UPS tennis team will be hosting the 
NCWSA Regional Div. II Champion-
ships on May 7-9. 
1"A shop for rflULCIC.N11.1 C1LCIZ SALES • REPAIR • ASSEMBLY  
based on a poll by Northwest Sports 
Writer's Service, was delivered to 
Puget Sound by Central Washington. 
The award is presented in memory of 
Leo Nicholson, former head coach 
at Central from 1929-1964. He was 
NAIA president in 1961-2 and in 1964 
was voted to both the NAIA Hall of 
Game and the Hems Foundation 
Hall of Fame. This is the seventh 
year in the 11 that the award has 
been won by UPS .  
	 i
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Spring Tug Ups! $14.95 
5% discount with UPS ID 
474-6590 2711 6th Ave. 
TYPING 
I — 
MY NAME IS 	  
_.... 
I am a Phi Delta Theta 
['Mother 
El Father 
Special Help Necessary 
I 
I 
4:00-5:00 pm 
FRIDAY 
8:00 am Registration at Info Booth 
Wear name tag if applica-
ble. Coffee and donuts 
served by SPURT, a service 
organization. 
6:00-8:00 pm 
The Combat Zone 
Revised Parent's Weekend Schedule 
8:00 pm 
6:30-8:00 pm 
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical 
work and has, as such, been set off from the 
rest of this newspaper. Any resemblance to 
any person, place, or other entity, with or 
without satirical intent, is strictly coinciden-
tal. 
	
8:00-5:00 
	
Attend classes and special 
lectures. 
This is your chance to see 
175 of the country's 10,000 
Marxist professors at work 
Lectures include: 
"How to Achieve the De-
struction of the Upper 
Class by Boycotting Mc-
Donald's and Fruit-of-the-
Loom," Bruce Mann, Econ-
omics. 
"The Erosion of the Pelvic 
Bones of Bicycle Riders in 
Peking, 1945-1981," Su-
zanne Barnett, History. 
"Travels Through the Yu-
kon with Jack," Charles 
Frank, English. 
"The History of Disco," Ed-
ward Sefarian, Music (or 
lack thereof). 
"Karl Marx and His influ-
ence on Reagan Socialist 
Economic Policies," Paul 
Heppe, Politics & Govern-
ment. 
	
11:00-7:00 	 Pot Sale 
The highest quality stuff 
from Hawaii, Columbia, & 
Los Angeles. Brings a new 
and refreshing perspective 
to any room. 
	
1:00-3:00 pm 	 Student Panels 
Panel No. 1 — Jim Dart and 
Gene Hodges exhibit to 
parents the methods they 
have used to teach the Phi 
Delts to spell. Special dem-
onstration: Ken Batali 
shows how he won the Phi 
Delta Theta National Spel- 
ling Bee by spelling "foot-
ball" in two minutes and 
with only three grunts. 
Panel No. 2 — Trail Editor 
David C. Smith exposes his 
subversive design to use 
the newspaper as a propa-
ganda piece to destroy 
Christianity and institute 
his own hideous Islamic 
principles. Beertha Strap, 
guest speaker, shows how 
the letters in David C. 
Smith, when numbered 
from 1 to 26, add up to 
112, which, when multi-
plied and then subtracted 
by 6, equals 666. 
Reception at President 
Phibbs' Home 
The man you saw begging 
for money in a corner by 
the Info Booth this morning 
will be doing it here in a 
bowtie. Gwen Phibbs will 
table-dance as an added 
attraction. Donation per 
table: $100.00. 
Campus Film: "Crime after 
Crime" 
This week, the Security Of-
fice captures on videotape 
the true spirit of the Uni-
versity. Watch for: the re-
turn of the AFL streakers as 
they blaze through Rob 
Garratt's office; Prof. Rob 
Steiner smokes some of the 
stuff he bought at the Pot 
Sale to show how he gets 
his Education; the Phibbs' 
dog, Missy, misses & dumps 
her problems on Dean Tom 
Davis' shoe. 
Local Banker's Convention 
Visit the Tacoman misers 
themselves, as bagels and 
cream cheese, gifilte fish, 
and lox will be served at 
this popular student deli. 
Your host: Moshe Weisbart. 
Two presentations will be 
presented: "So You Think 
You're Jewish," by Momma 
Weisbart and "The Devel-
opment of Laser Weaponry 
for Security Patrol Use and 
how to Fund It with ASB 
Monies," by Chiam Weis-
bart. 
Inside Theatre: "The Imag-
inary Intellectual" 
The president of a small 
East-Coast girl's college 
comes out West and at-
tempts to enlighten a gen-
eration of redneck alco-
holics who mistake Rous-
seau for an upper-class 
French wine and Virgil for 
an inhabitant of the local 
convent. 
Living Group Coke Hour 
See those foreign language 
and honors houses learn 
how to speak Swahili in a 
matter of minutes. Bring 
mirrors and razor blades. 
Vacuum cleaners provided 
for clean-up. 
Fashion Show and Lunch 
Panhellenic is sponsoring 
an exhibition of the latest 
in Talbot's catalog, includ-
ing the newest Lacoste 
fashions. Bring alligator 
repellent. Stock for May-
belline and Max Factor will 
be sold as Pi Phis show off 
their natural beauty. 
Judges include Dave Sa-
laam, Bert Brown, and 
Doug Goodman, all of 
whom will cap off the per-
formance with a strip tease. 
The Pig Roast 
Watch Professor Roy Pol-
ley roast slowly over an 
open fire as Dean Martin 
touches up on the sauce 
and Don Rickles helps with 
the pickling. Esther Wag-
ner will dance a hula near-
by while exhibiting her spe-
cial methods of suntanning. 
Inside Theatre: 
"The Flying Dutchies" 
Featuring U.P.S. students 
from Holland. 
Act One. Drinking beer. 
Act Two. Drinking beer. 
Act Three. Drinking beer. 
Belching. 
With a climactic version of 
"Amsterdam, Amsterdam" 
in C Falsetto, performed by 
Tim Hansen and the Beta 
Boys. Kazoos by Oliver 
Stoddard and Guru Stu. 
Bed Race 
The Thetas put on this 
year's event with a new 
twist. Instead of racing 
beds, willing contestants 
will race to beds in Seward 
Hall. 
If you missed the Bed Race 
last night, Steve Harvey, 
campus alchemist, will per-
form a black mass for those 
who still want to sacrifice 
a virgin. 
Saturday 
10:00-11:00 am 
11:00-12:30 
3:00-5:00 pm 
8:00 pm 
11:00 pm 
SUNDAY 
6:00 am 
